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The celebrated maître has dealt with the Uighur-Tibetan relations on many occasions. He it was, who pointed out that the trail-bearer of Tibetan studies, Alexander Csoma de Körös planned to go on his last journey to the "land of the Yugars" which Csoma thought to be the original home-land of the Magyars. Professor Ligeti demonstrated that this "land of the Yugars" is nothing else than the land of the Uighurs living in the vicinity of Su-chou. In connection with this he discussed some data of the Tibetan sources concerning the Uighurs. In the same paper he pointed out further that the other pioneer of the Tibetan studies, I. J. Schmidt -- though similarly mislaid by a false conception -- had searched the Uighur-Tibetan relations as well. In another paper dealing with the data found in the Tibetan sources concerning the peoples of Central Asia Professor Ligeti discussed, among others, the hor name occurring in the old Tibetan documents. In his important lectures on the history of the Tibetan language he called attention to the fact that the loan-words of the neighbouring languages contain important material for the history of the Tibetan dialects, and among these adjacent languages, he stressed the important role played by the Uighur, a language in close contact with Tibetan for over a thousand years. These remarks have directed my attention to the Uighur-Tibetan relations and I feel it a pleasure
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if on this festive occasion I can join those celebrating. Professor Ligeti with a modest attempt to elucidate a question of detail.

We know from the field-works of Pontanin, Mannerheim, Malov and Hermanns that the Uighurs living between Su-chou and Kan-chou are divided into two groups. Those who are speaking a Turkish language call themselves Sara Yögur while they are called Kara Yögur by those who speak an archaic Mongolian language. The Mongolian-Yögurs call themselves Shera or Shara Yögur. The neighbouring Tibetan tribes call the Turkish-Yögurs Hor (gur) nag "Black (tent) Hor" while the Tibetan name of the Mongolian-Yögurs is Hor (gur) ser "Yellow (tent) Hor". From the historical sources we know that the Turkish-Yögur group migrated to this region after the fall of the great Uighur empire (A. D. 840) and the Mongolian-Yögurs are descendants of a group who settled here in the time of the Yuan dynasty. From this time they lived together and in recent times they have had a common chief.
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